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ABSTRACT
rhi, paper deserihes the smoke tilling proecss of a tire field model hascd on a sclt~dC'\clopcd
S ~ II YI Smoke Moycment Estimating Pmgram) codc to thc simulation of tire induccd tlows in
th,' 1\\0 1\ pes of atrium space containing a ceiling heat llux. The SMEP using PI SO alg<)rithm
'l'!\ es conservation eyuations j('r mass, momentum. energ} and species, togethcr \Iilh those'
1m the modilicd k- cpsilon turbulencc model II ith huoyancy term. Compressihility is assumcd
and the perfc<:l gas la\\ is used. Comparison of the \:alculated upper-layer avcragc temperaturc
Cind smoke la~er interlace height with the zone models has shown reasonahle agrecment. The
/<lnt' Illodels used are the CFAST developed at the Building and rire Research Laborator\,
\lIST. [JS.A. and the Nlnc one-room of FIRI:CALC deyclopcd at CSIRO. Australia. 1'01'
eltriulll with ceiling glass the consideration of the ceiling heat flux hy solar hcat Illa~ be
necessar~ in order to produce more realistic results. The smoke layer interlace heights Ihal eire
illlportal1l in lire sarct~ IIcre not as sensitive as the smoke la~ er temperature 10 the nature 01
'Tilin~ hem flu'\ condition. This study highlights thc utilit~ of S"lU' licld Illodelin~ 1,,1' tht'
.1Il,i1:sis of smokl' moveillent and temperature in atrium tires.
KEY \VORDS: Silloke Jillin~ process. heat tlux, SMFP, Atrium. Field model. lone model

INTRODUCTION

13. Yokoi, S., "Study on the Prevention of Fire-Spread Caused by Hot Upward Current",
Report of the Building Research Institute, No.34, Nov., 1960

In r,'ecnl \ears. the alrium huilding has he\:olllc commonplace, Olher large open spaccs
include en~losed shopping malls. arcades. sports arenas, exhibition halls and airplane han~crs,
The smoke generated from fires in these spaces may cause people to panic and interfere with
cvacuation. Not only does the smoke gcnerated ti'om modern synthetic materials lead
10 disorientution and death of the o\:\:upants, hut also large quantities of smokl'
bel'ome an ohstacle to fire extinction. Therclilre lire sa/l:ty is an important iSSUt' to Iw
cOllsidcred 11\ architects and engineers when they design the Iirc protection s~ Sll'IllS
su\:h as spri~klers and smoke control systems cte. I fOlle\ l'r. (here arc fe\\ desigll
guides with strong scientific backgrounds suitahle I(lr usc h~' Ihl' 1:<1I1stnKlion
industr} .

14. Murakami, S., Kato, S. and Suyama, Y., "Analysis of Finite Difference Schemes for
Convective Terms such as Quick Scheme or ather Schemes, Study on Diagnostic System for
Numerical Simulation of Turbulent Flow in Room (Part2)", J. Archil. Plann. Environ. Eng.,
AU, No.390, pp.l -12, Aug., 19R8

[he ability of sprinklers to suppress Jires in spaces with ceilings higher than I I to l:illl IS
limitedl!.2j. Because the temperature of smoke decrease as it rises(due to cnlr,linllll'nl "I'
,1I11hil'nl ain. smoke may not be hot enough to aetilall' sprinklcrs Illounted undlT the' c,'ilill!c' ,d'

II. Sugawa, a., Takahashi, W., ahtakc. M. and Satoh, H., "A Study on Fire Characteristics in
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dlllll'll'1I111S "I th,' 1\1" "'1'111111 'pan"
""III"'" I 1,'11 " '''Ih '1'1'I11~1c'l" :1"i"lle, th,' d"':ly ,"In :1110" IiiI' ~lo"lh 10 .111 ,'\1,'111
h'\lIl1d th" '''1'1'1,'''1011 dhility of mdindry srrin~krs.1 hus an:hile<:ls and el1l.!inelT' hdl"
III "llnsider the smllke movement and temperature in atrium spaces, Malll 0' Ih,'
'!,:Iee chdraeteristies oran atrium difTer from traditional buildings, For eXd11;pk, II ,I
III'" llccurs 111 the atl'lum, name and smoke will spread vertiealh rathcr Ih:ln
hllri/Ontally to those parts of the building surrounding the atrium, Th~ firc produ,'"
arc dl'lven upwards within the interior of the atrium due to buovanC\ ll.lree, It i,
di I'Iicult to control smoke movement in such a case with the cOI1\'e;ltion'al vcnti lation
designs availablc 131, Somc studics havc becn done conccrning pn:diction of snlllkl'
mO\cmcnt and temperaturc in atrium spaces 14-61. Also. as the smokc mO\emenl is
dkcted by a large number of inter-dependant processes including the stack dkct
and wind pressure. it is difficult and expensive to perform experimental studies" ith
full-scale models, The alternative is to usc computer simulation methods t(l determir1l'
the important physical parameters,
This Slud) uses a self-developed SMEP tield model 171to the simulation of the smoke tillinl.!
process in the two types of atrium spaces. The SMEP using PI SO algorithm sohe~
c011selvation equatiolls tl.lr mass. momentum. energy and species. together \lith those IlJr the
111111lilied k· epsilon turbulence model with buoyancy term. Compressibility is assumed and
the perfect gas law is used, The SMEP are able to predict hot smoke temperature and smoke
layer interface height which are most important in tire safetv considerations fill' atriulll tires
alld oner data on reLJuin:d safe egress time. For atrium with ~eilillg glass the consideration of
the ceiling heat flux by solar heat may he necessary in order to produce llIore realistic resilits.
Also. this researeh compares the results with the L.one model and Sl\lFP liekl model. The
zone models used are the CFAST developed at the Building and Fire Research Laboratory.
NlST. U.S.A. and the NBTC one-room of FIRECALC developed at CSIRO, Australia, It is
hoped to otTer engineers and architects essential data for smoke movement in an
atrium lires.

PHYSICAL PROBLEM
In the simulation, two atrium buildings of same volume, 16.000m 3 • classified as type 1
and ~. are considered, Type I is of length ~5.~m. width ~5.~m and hei!!ht ~5,~m: and
type ~ is of length ~Om. width ~Om and height '+Om. The configurations-and
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I he lire was then kept at 1,5MW alier 17H,')\ II' ,1111\\11 III liellr,'.' I "I' alrilll1l "ith
the Ih", induced by this lire source is lurllulelll hl:CllllW 11ll' ~lIl'1"I .. 1 f,'rce dlle 10 the
densily dilTerence between the hot smoke and Ihe Illllhi,'1\1 .11I' is 1lI1Ich !!reater thall
Ih,' \ iseolls force. In this simulatioll, th,' modili,'d k'l'IlSiI"n IlII'hllklK" 'n1<>del "ilh
buoyancy term is used. The intensity of solar radilllioll passin/-, Inlo thc eeilinL' ... 1.. "
during" inter relative to summer is high. Hy considerin!! Ih,' t;'ansmi,sioll ami ,;nL'k
llf incidence into a building through ceiling glass at noon 01 Ih,' "lIlllT a l'on't:lnl
e"iling heat nux of6~O W/m 2 \\as used,

VlATHF:MATICAL MODEL
\\'e consider a thermally expandahle ideal gas driven hy a prescrihed hl"at S'"I!L"
I he equations or motion governing the /luid /low are written in a fiJI111 suitabk 101
Ill" Mach number applications. Sometimes. this tl.lI'In or the equations is relClT,'d 10
'" ""eakly compressible", The most important lCature of these equations is that III
lire energy eonsenation equation the spatially and temporally varying pressure IS
I'eplaeed by an average pressure \\ hich depends only on time,
I he tl(m is described hy the three-dimensional. Favre-averaged equations or
transport tl.lI' mass. momentum. gas species concentration and internal energy
lurbulenee is modeled using the modified k-epsilon equation model, "ith the
lurbuknt viscosity given hy fI, ~ cppk" £.. Terms( CiA in Table I) \\ere included in thl'

modiiied k and £. equations to allow for the production of turbulence due to
buoyancy and the effect of thermal stratification of the turbulence dissipation rate,
The eight conservation equations were cast into the following form:
(~

--(I
()x

"""'"

w~·f .

The variables. together with the exchange coefficil"nls and source terms. are given in Table J,

'l.. ·

:. . .

.:[1m

As thcre is no analytical solution for the set of equation. they arc discretized into
linile difrerence r011nS by the integral of the gll\erning equation over the cOlllrol
volullle and arc solved numerically at those nodal points. ",quation (~) can by
discretized as the fl.lllowing form [8].
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FIG liRE I: Geometry of the atrium halls

FIG lIRE 2: Heat release rate used
tl.lr the tire simulation
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where the subscript nb denotes a neighbor node, and the summation is to be taken
over all the neighbors. Numerical methods are then employed for solving the linked set !()r
velocity and pressure equations. The mathematical derivation and the experimental
verification of the results are reported elsewhere[9, I0] and will not be repeated here. As a
summary. the assumptions made in SMEP are as follows.

TABLE 1. The Flux and Source Terms for the Conservation Equations

Ihe tire envtrlmmenl due to the same fire, of heat release rate given by equation ( I ), III tht'
two atria was simulated using the field model. The two atrium halls were divided inlo
.11 x 23 x 24 and 31 x 21 x 27 computing cells along the x, y and z (vertical direction) directions
of a Cartesian co-ordinate system for the typel and 2 spaces, respectively. Within each time
step. convergence was assumed if either the maximum number of iterations( 100) was reached
or the mass source residual fell to I x 10-3 • The time step used was 0.25s and simulation was
performed up to five minutes as this was considered sufficient time for people to evacuate the
atrium safely. With regard to computing time, the SMEP using PISO algorithm was executed
on a Pentium II 300 PC and the computing time required was less than five hours.
From the predicted air flow pattern and temperature fields, the smoke layer interface height is
obtained by inspecting the positions where there are I percent of smoke concentration. The
hot layer temperature is then taken to be the average value over all at the control cells in the
smoke layer with each cell having a volume tiT, and temperature T, [6]:
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L tiT,

- ]

cells in 'he smoke layer

11)

PLUME MODEL AND INLET CONDITION
The flame height depends on the fire geometry, the ambient conditions, the heat of
combustion and the stoichiometric ratio. A relationship [11] for flame height that can be used
for many fuels is
. ? •5

Zjl

= 0.235Q-'

where.

f

-1.02D j

(6)

Z /I

=

mean flame height, m;

Q

=

DI

=

heat release rate of the fire, kW;
diameter of fire, m.

The virtual origin of the plume, ul(m), [12] is

!'1Zf
The modified k - l i turbulence model containing buoyancy and compressible effect is used.
The conservation equations are solved by a finite volume method.
The difference scheme for discretizing the convection term into linear form is the hybrid
scheme.
The ditTerence scheme for discretizing the time term is the Euler implicit scheme.
The algorithm PISO is used for solving the velocity-pressure linked equations.
The computations were carried out on a Pentium II 300 personal computer.
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=
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1.02Df - O.083Q

.

(7)

The virtual origin can be above the top of the fuel or below the fuel. The sign convention is:
for the virtual origin above the top of the fuel I'1Z, is negati ve, and for the virtual origin below
the top of the fuel I'1Z, is positive. The mass flow, m(kg/s), of an axisymmetric plume at
height ZII [13] is
(8)
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whcl'"

\\.lil \\llh Iwal Ilux by solar heal I he NeullllIlIlI ,'III1,hllllll " .•ppiled at th,' dool "Pl'IIII1~: III
Iltl' pl,'Sl'11! calculation, the wall luncllons "'" u'l<',1 h. "111111" lit,' Ill'al \\alllq~11I1I as 1111111\\,

V. .. CIIII\'c,'lIn' hellt rl'lease rate of lire, kW,

Because smllke was defined to include the air that is entrained with the products 01
combustion, all of the mass flow in the plume is defined as being smoke. It follows that
equation (8) can be thought of as an equation for the production of smoke from a fire. The
convective of the heat release rate, Q" can be Q, ~ qQ. Where q is the convective fraction of
heat release. The convective fraction depends on the heat conduction through the fuel and the
radiative heat transfer of the flames, but a value of 0.7 is often used for q. The average
temperature of the plume can be obtained from a first law of thermodynamics analysis of the
plume. For the steady plume the work is zero, and the changes in kinetic and potential energy
are negligible. The first law leads to an equation for the plume temperature:

(9)
where,

T,r

average plume temperature at elevation

T~

ambient temperature, K;
specific heat of plume gases, kJlkgK.

Cp

=

Z II ,

K;

Fire plumes consist primarily of air mixed with the products of combustion, and the specific
heat of plume gases is generally taken to be the same as air. The density of air and plume
gases is calculated from the perfect gas law. The absolute pressure is taken to be standard
atmospheric pressure of 101,325 Pa, and the gas constant is taken to be that of air which is
287 JlkgK.
Expression for the vertical upward speed v at height

ZII

above a fire for thermal plumes in

free spaces [13] is used:

,f ~
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II
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k I'
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pC f'l 4 k Pl12 J
J.i
"
1
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.+ =
Yp

here,

~. =0.42 which is known as von Karmann CIlnstalll fhe subscript p refers to the lirst nodal
point adjacent to the wall.

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In the present study, the smoke filling process for the two types of atrium spaces were
simulated using the two types of deterministic fire model: zone models and field model. The
Lone models used are the CFAST model developed at the NIST, USA and the NBTC I-room
model of FIRECALC developed at CSIRO, Australia. The field model is a selt~developed
SMEP field model based on computational fluid dynamics theories, Also, this paper describes
the smoke movement and temperature distribution of SMEP code to the simulation of fire
induced flows in the two types of atrium space containing a ceiling heat flux because the
consideration of the ceiling heat flux by solar heat in atrium with ceiling glass is necessary in
order to produce more realistic results,
The smoke layer interface heights and average temperatures of the simulated type I and type
:2 atrium are shown in figure 3 to figure 6. For without ceiling heat flux, the results predicted
by the two approaches are very similar. Thus, the SMEP field model is suitable for studying
the smoke filling process in a large atrium space. In the type I atrium(figure 3) and the type 2
atrium(figure 5), the smoke layer interface heights predicted by the zone models and the

(10)
-

vertical upward speed of plume at height

where,
g
p~

Z II ,

m/s;

-

-

60

CFASTwithoutc.llhgHMtFlUll

-

--_._. NBTC' ...oomwlhoutCelli"GH••tFlul"
- - 8MEPwlChoutCellhgHeelFIw;
•
SMEP IIiltl Celling Meet FlUII:

,,

-

-

CFAST without Ceolling Hul F1Ull

--_._. N8TC1-roomwlhClLlIc.;lilllHe.tFlul"
- - SMEPwltholl;C~llngHHtFh.Dl
•
SMEPwith CIOilhgH..tFlUll

S.

~.

~.

acceleration due to gravity;
density of ambient gas.

",',

,,

.

,,

The inlet boundary conditions of fire source can be specified using the velocity v and
temperature T'I obtained from the above equations.

BOUNDARY AND INITIAL CONDITION
The initial temperature and pressure were assumed to be 293 K and 101,325 Pa. Adiabatic
wall boundary was assumed on the all of the side walls except the opening door and ceiling
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FIGURE 3: Smoke layer interface height
in the type I atrium
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FIGURE 4: Smoke layer average temperature
in the type I atrium
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FIGURE 5: Smoke layer interface height
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FIGURE 6: Smoke layer average temperature
in the type 2 atrium

SMEP without ceiling heat flux and with ceiling heat flux have very similar trends. On the
other hand, the smoke layer average temperatures predicted by the zone models and the
SMEP without ceiling heat flux and with ceiling heat flux in figure 4 and figure 6 deviated
quite a lot. For example, a difference of about 240 C in the early stage of a fire was found
between the temperature predicted by the SMEP without ceiling heat flux and with ceiling
heat flux. However, the results of the smoke average temperature after I minute increase
linearly in proportion to a difference of about SaC and SaC, respectively. The results show
that the smoke layer interface heights that are important in fire safety were not as sensitive as
the smoke layer temperature to the nature of ceiling heat flux condition.
Figure 7 and figure S show velocity vectors at 60s and ISOs in the type I atrium after starting
the fire. Like all the other cases of fire simulation, air was entrained from bottom of
the plume as shown in these figures. Also, fig. 7 and fig. 8 show re-circulation .
regions in the surroundings of smoke plume and complex phenomena for the SMEP
with ceiling heat flux. These phenomena seem to come from the velocity induced by
the temperature difference between hot ceiling and surrounding gas. The ceiling heat
flux condition shows relatively small re-circulation region in the surroundings of
smoke plume. This seems to come from the accumulation of smoke induced the
reduction of buoyancy force by ceiling heat flux.
Figure 9 and figure 10 are the smoke temperature and the smoke concentration
contours at 60s. Because of the elevated temperature, buoyancy forces drive gases
upwards from the fire area towards the ceiling. In this way a plume is formed above
the fire and relatively quiescent and cool gases at its periphery are laterally entrained
and mixed with the plume gases. As a result of this entrainment the total mass flow in
the plume continuously increases.
Figure II and figure 12 show smoke temperature contours at 180s. As depicted in fig.
9 to fig. 12, when the hot plume gases impinge on the ceiling, they spread across it
forming a relatively thin radial jet and move outward under the ceiling surface. The
hot gases transfer energy by convection and are retarded by frictional forces from the
ceiling surface above, and by turbulent momentum transfer to the entrained air from
below. As a result of all this flow and heat transfer, the ceiling jet continuously
decreases in temperature, smoke concentration and velocity; and increase in thickness
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...
(a) Without Ceiling Heat Flux

(b) With Ceiling Heat Flux

FIGURE 7: Velocity vectors for type I atrium at 60s

...
(a) Without Ceiling Heat Flux

(b) With Ceiling Heat Flux

FIGURE 8: Velocity vectors for type I atrium at ISOs

(a) Without Ceiling Heat Flux

(b) With Ceiling Heat Flux

FIGURE 9: Temperature contours for type I atrium at 60s(All in K)
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(b) With Ceiling Heat Flux

(a) Without Ceiling Heat Flux

FIGURE 10: Gas concentration contours for type I atrium at 60s(All in

."

x 100%)

(b) With Ceiling Heat Flux

(a) Without Ceiling Heat Flux

FIGURE 12: Temperature contours for type 2 atrium at 180s(All in K)

(b) With Ceiling Heat Flux

(a) Without Ceiling Heat Flux

with increasing radius. Because of the wall confining effect, the hot gases moved
along the edge between the ceiling and the wall. The SMEP with ceiling heat flux has
a high smoke temperature in near ceiling and forms a relatively thick radial jet. Also.
because a low density induced by a high temperature near the ceiling decreases the
buoyancy force and a low buoyancy and frictional force interfere with formation of
downward wall jet the accumulation phenomenon of higher temperature than the
surrounding temperature appears in the corner between the ceiling and the side wall.
This phenomenon causes a high smoke temperature near the ceiling. However, this
ceiling heat flux condition has no effect on the smoke movement such as the smoke layer
interface height as shown in figure 3 and figure 4,
Figure 13 and figure 14 show the smoke average temperature below ceiling surface. For the
early of the smoke formation near the ceiling after the start of a fire, a difference of a lot
was found between the temperature predicted by the SMEP without ceiling heat flux
and with ceiling heat flux but after about 3 minutes of the steady fire with constant
heat release rate, 1.5MW, the temperature near the ceiling increases linearly in
proportion to time.

FIGURE 11: Temperature contours for type 1 atrium at l80s(All in K)

CONCLUSIONS
The results for the smoke layer temperatures and the smoke layer interfal:l: heights. predided
by CFAST, NBTC I-room's zone model and SMEP field model are very similar. Thus. the
SMEP model is proposed to substitute the zone model lilr prediding the smoke layer
temperatures and the smoke layer interface heights because zone models assume that a stahle
and homogeneous smoke layer is formed, even in a large atrium spaces.
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FIGURE 13: Smoke average temperature
in the near ceiling for type I atrium

FIGURE 14: Smoke average temperature
in the near ceiling for type 2 atrium

For no consideration of ceiling heat flux, a large re-circulation regions along the wall between
the ceiling and the side are caused by the effect of relatively thin ceiling jet and downward
wall Jet. On the other hand, the SMEP with ceiling heat flux has a high smoke
temperature in near ceiling and forms a relatively thick radial jet. Because a low
density induced by a high temperature near the ceiling decreases the buoyancy force
and this low buoyancy force and frictional force interfere with formation of
downward wall jet the accumulation phenomenon of higher temperature than the
surrounding temperature appears in the corner between the ceiling and the side wall.
Also, this ceiling heat flux condition shows relatively small re-circulation region in
the surroundings of smoke plume. These phenomena cause a high smoke temperature
near the ceiling. However, this ceiling heat flux condition by solar heat has no effect on the
smoke movement such as the smoke layer interface heights that are important in fire safety.
The smoke layer interface height is about 3m and 2m respectively at 5 minutes, regardless of
ceiling heat flux, for the two types of atrium after starting the fire. Therefore, the required safe
egress time in the two types of atrium is about 5 minutes. In conclusion, the smoke layer
interface heights that are important in evacuation activity except the early of a fire were not as
sensitive as the smoke layer temperature to the nature of ceiling heat flux condition. Thus, a
fire sensor in a large atrium space has to consider these phenomena. Furthermore, additional
quantitative validation of the model with experimental data must be performed. Work along
all these lines is currently under way.
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